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IT IS often of interest in differential geometry or differential topology to know that one can 
embed a particular manifold in Euclidean space with a particular normal bundle. Our 
object here is to analyze this problem and introduce some techniques which, in favorable 
cases, allow one to obtain information about the normal bundle to a smooth embedding. 
First we note two fairly elementary “general position” theorems. We call a vector 
bundle q over M a normal bundle to M if 9 @ s(M) is trivial. 
THEOREM A. Let M” be s-connected, s 2 I and q a normal k-plane bundle to M with 
vanishing Euler class. If k 2 n - s - I, n + k > 5, and 2k 2 n + 3, then there is an embedding 
M” c Rntk witfl normal bundle 1’ isomorphic to 7 on the (n - 1) skeleton of M. 
Next we have: 
THEOREM B. Let M” be s-connected, s 2 1 and 11 a normal k-plane bundle to M which has 
a non-zero cross-section. If k 2 n - 2s, n + k > 5 and 2k 2 n + 3, then there is an embedding 
of M in R”fk whose normal bundle v is isomorphic to q on the (n - 1) skeleton of M. 
Theorems of this type appear in the literature in various forms [I], [4], [5], [21], [22] 
however, we believe our proof represents a considerable simplification. Theorem A is 
closely related to Theorem B but is not a special case of it. For example, from Theorem A 
we obtain fairly directly in $2. 
COROLLARY C. Ye2 x S2 embeds in R2”-’ with at least two distinct normal bundles for 
n odd and n # 3, 5,9. 
This “miserable” state of affairs compares strikingly with the result of Kervaire [9] 
that every embedding S” c Rnfk, k > t(n + 1) has trivial normal bundle. 
Note that in both A and B the normal bundle may vary on the top cell. In 93 we analyze 
the difference this variation makes in the Thorn complex of q and find: 
THEOREM D. Let q, q’ be k-plane bundles on X, which agree on the (n - 1) skeleton A’,_,. 
Let d = d(q, q’) be the d@erence element and U: Sk 4 T(rl’) be the inclusion of the Thorn class. 
If tl, s(‘ E x,+f_ 1 [T(q 1 x,_ ,)I are lfie respectice attaching maps for the top cells of T(q), T($), 
tflen Z’ = (/*J(d) + r (where J is tile J-homomorphism of Whitehead). 
There are several obvious methods of generalizing D. However, as effective computations 
rapidly become prohibitive we do not pursue them here. 
* The authors acknowledge the partial support of N.S.F. during the preparation of this paper. 
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COROLLARY E. Suppose U,J: x,(B,~,,) + x,+~_~ [r(q / X,_ 1)] is injectire, then under rhe 
assumptions of A or B there is a unique normal bundle to the resulting embedding. 
(It is the unique bundle extension of q 1 AT,_ I with reducible Thorn complex.) 
By a result of Levine [l I] (compare Browder [3] in the non-simply connected case) if one 
has a bundle ‘I over ,Vl with reducible Thorn space, then there is an embedding of M with 
q as normal bundle. In particular, every q’ with d(q, q’) E ker(UJ) represents the normal 
bundle to an embedding if q does. 
In $4 we study the composition U,J. In their most general form the methods involve a 
certain amount of homotopy theory of the kind worked out in [16]. Roughly speaking we 
show that in the unstable Adams spectral sequence developed there, certain elements cor- 
respond to the image of U,J. The problem then reduces to computing differentials in the 
spectral sequence. This is difficult in general, but in specific cases, not impossible. 
Thus in $5 we are able to obtain some results on low dimensional embeddings of RP”. 
For example we show RP’ c RI3 with trivial normal bundle. This allows us to strengthen 
slightly some ofthe results of [14], in particular this shows RP15 c Rz5 (cf. [14, remark 1.91). 
Finally in $6 we indicate some partial results which are relevant in any attempt to strengthen 
the results of $5. 
$1. THEOREMS A AND B 
Let 4 be a normal /c-plane bundle to M. Let D be its disc bundle with boundary S. D can 
be immersed in R”+&, so D is parallelizable and S is stably parallelizable. If the Euler class 
of q vanishes, then the bundle map ?I: S + A4 induces a monomorphism on cohomology. In 
fact we can write H*S z H*M @ x u H*M where x E H ‘-‘S is the class of the fiber. We will 
perform surgery on S, attaching the resulting handles to D as we proceed. 
If N” is a parallelizable manifold with boundary, consider what happens when a 
(1 + I)-handle D’+’ x D”-‘-’ is attached by a sphere that represents c( E H,(aN). Set 
/I = i*a E H,N and let Nr be the resulting manifold. 
LEMMA 1.1. The kernel of the map induced by tfle inclusion i, : H,N --) H,N, is generated 
by P. 
The cokernel of i, is 
(1) trivial if /I has infinite order, 
(2) isomorphic with Z in dimension t + 1 ifp hasfinite order. 
Proof. Nl is homotopically equivalent to N uts, e’+‘, where [p] E rr, N is the homotopy 
class of the inclusion of the sphere that represents ~1. 1.1 follows immediately from this. 
Now suppose t < (n - 1)/2. 
LE,MMA 1.2. dN, is obtained from aN by a surgery and H,(dN,) g H,(aN)/A where A is 
some subgroup containing u. (This is well known, see [18] for example.) 
Finally note that the attaching map of the handle can be chosen SO that Nl is paralleliz- 
able as long as n 2 2t + 2 (see e.g. [IO]). 
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In our particular case we first kill all the classes of 5 to make it (k - 2) connected, call 
theresuiting manifold 5,_, . Choose a basis x,, . , .r, for Hk-L(5k_2), with x1 correspond- 
ing to the class of the fiber in 5. Now kill x2, . . , vr and let 5,_, be the new manifold. It is , 
clear from 1.1 and 1.2 that Hi(5,_,) = 0 if i # 0, k, n and that Hk(z5,_l) is free, because 
the Eulerclassoftheoriginal bundlewaszero. Now we attach more handles to kill H, (5~-1.) 
Let E denote the resulting manifold; H,(E) = 0 if i # 0, n and H,(E) z Z. 
Letf: S” + E be a map representing the generator of H,(E). By Haefliger’s Theorem and 
our dimensional restrictions, f is homotopic to an embedding of S” in E. It is then a well 
known consequence of the h-cobordism theorem that E is the total space of a disc bundle 
over S”. As E is parallelizable, it is a stably trivial bundle, say V. 
By another theorem of Haefliger [6], see also [9], if E embeds in Rnfk then v is trivial. 
Conversely, if v is trivial, then E embeds in R”“. So we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3. M is contained in the interior of a disc bundle v over S”. E embeds it1 
R”’ k if and only if v is trivial. 
Given two k-plane bundles q, I over M”, s” respectively, define the “sum” bundle 
rl 0 i to be the bundle classified by the composition 
(1.4) M”L M”“S” .=3 BSO(k) 
where p is the map that pinches the boundary of a small disc 5” of M” to a point. 
We have 
LEMMA 1.5. Let 5’ be the total space of q Q c. By doing exactly the same surgeries on 5’ 
as were performed on 5, we obtain E’ which i; the disc burrdle of v 8 < over S”. 
Prooj By general position the surgeries that were used to produce E can be performed 
in the complement of Sk-’ x D” c dD (here D” is the small disc in M”, used to define p 
in 1.4). 
An explicit description of n @ [ is the following. Let [[I: S”-’ -+ SO(k) be the charac- 
teristic map of [, then the total @ace of 9 @ [ is obtained by taking the disjoint union of 
91 (M - 0”) and Dk x D” and using [[I to-make identifications on the boundaries. With 
these observations it is easy to prove 1.5. 
The set of isomorphism classes of stably trivial k-plane bundles over S” form a group- 
in fact it is the kernel of x~_ ,SO(k) + rt,_ ,SO. 
The bundle q @ (- v) is clearly a normal bundle for M. If we start our surgery process 
on the disc bundle of 7 0 (-v), by 1.5 the resulting bundle that we obtain over S” is 
v @ (-v) which is trivial. So this proves Theorem A when we note that M is embedded in 
E’ with normal bundle n @(- v) which is isomorphic to r] when restricted to the (n - 1) 
skeleton of M. 
If our original bundle q had a section, the manifold M is a retract of S and so one can 
kill all the classes that come from M-the only dimensional restriction that is needed is that 
the top class that has to be killed is below the middle dimension, i.e. 2(n - s - 1) f 1 5 
n + k - 1, i.e. k 2 n - 2s. The above argument then also proves Theorem B. 
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We note the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Suppose il’): ;r,_,SO(k - 1) + n,_,SO(k) is such that Y E ker iy’ if 
and only if cz is stably trivial. Then under the hypotheses oj’Theorem B, q is the normal bundle 
of an embedding of M in I?‘+ ‘. 
52. SOME EXKMPLES 
First we consider the problem of embedding s-parallelizable seven dimensional mani- 
folds in Rt2. Consider the map BSO(5) + BSO. In the range of dimensions in which we are 
interested, the fiber of this map can be taken to be Pz, whose homotopy groups are given by 
r.5678 
(2.1) %p: z2 z2 z, ZL 
generator I IY/ 11 /U\ 
We also have a relation Iv2 = 4~. In the diagram of 4.2, ir is in the image of ii, hence so is 
,UV. As a consequence we can show 
r 245678 
(2.2) 71, BSO(5) Z2 z z2 zz 0 z 
generator V j,I j*til . 
We have the relation j*l= Vg--this can be seen because Sq’w, = w2 o4 in H*BSO(S). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let M’ be a manifold and c, q orientable 5-plane bundles ouer M which 
are isomorphic on M6 , the 6-skeleton of M, then they are isomorphic on M. 
Proof. Choose classifying maps <‘, q’: M -+ BSO(5) such that 5’1 M, = q’l M,. We 
have a difference map D: S’ -+ BSO(5). But from 2.2 this is null homotopic. Hence 5’ N q’, 
i.c. < and q are isomorphic. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let M’ be simply connected and s-parallelizable. If11 is a stably trivial 
5-plane bundle orer M, then there is an embedding of M in R’2 with q as normal bundle. 
Proof. From Theorem A there is an embedding M’ c RL2 with normal bundle VI M6 
isomorphic to q. Hence by 4.3, v = q and 4.4 follows. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let 111’ be s-parallelizable and simply connected with H3(M) = 0, 
H2(M) = Z, then there are 16 distinct immersions M’ c R12, hacing two distinct normal 
bundles (8 with each one). Moreocer, each normal bundle is realized as the normal bundle to 
an embedding. 
Proof. Consider the fibering 
SOlSO(5) + B,,,,, --+ Bso. 
In our range of dimensions SO/SO(S) = Pz, and we have the exact sequence 
(2.6) G’(M) --* [M, P:l -+ [M, B,ocs,l --f MM). 
Clearly [M/M,, Pz] --t [M, P:] is an isomorphism. But M/M4 z S’ v S5, SO [M, Pz] = 
Z, @ Z, . Let u: M’ + S’ be of degree 1. By an easy calculation u* : Z = KG ‘(S’) + KG ‘(M) 
is an isomorphism. Consider the following diagram 
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K, ‘(S’) - [S’, P,9] = z, 
K,- l&t) - [‘II,P$ = z, @ z2. 
From the above discussion, the bottom map is onto Z,, hence there are two distinct iso- 
morphism classes of stably trivial 5-plane bundles over iM, and these differ on the 5 skeleton! 
Finally, by the Hirsch immersion theorem [7], [iv, Pz] represents the set of regular 
homotopy classes of immersions iL1’ E R”. 
An example for 2.5 is S2 x S’. Another example is RP’ with the fundamental group 
removed by surgery. 
Proof of C. Suppose n is odd and n 2 15. Then by the Barratt-Mahowald splitting 
theorem ~217~d~~~~,-~,) -+ TT*(&,) is epimorphic in this range, and n*(P,‘?;j) -+ n,(Bso(n-2J 
is monomorphic. Using this it is easy to calculate that d: KG’(M) -+ [M, P,$!i5] is the zero 
map. Thus there are at least two distinct stably trivial bundles on M which differ on the II - 2 
skeleton and they have zero Euler classes. Hence by Theorem A, the result follows except 
in the low dimensional cases, but these follow by similar arguments. 
Remark 2.7. A similar argument applied to Sp x Sq produces many further examples in 
other dimensions. 
93. THEOREM D 
The construction in 1.4, 1.5 changes the normal bundle, we now analyze the difference 
this makes in the Thorn complex of the bundle. Theorem D is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 3.1 and 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be an n-dinzensional complex wit/z a zuziqzzc n-cell. Let p : X --+ Xv S” 
be a pinch map as in I .7. If q, v are k-plarze bundles over X, S” respectively, we lzave an 
isomorphism between the (n + k - 1) skeleta of T(q @ v) and T(q). If c(, /I are tlze attaching 
maps for the top cells of T(q), T(q @ v) we have p z r + O(v) wlzere O(V) is the composite 
S “+‘-‘:: Sk: T(q),+,_, + T(v @ y),+k-,. 
Proof. Since q @ v = q when restricted to the (n - 1) skeleton, the first part of the lemma 
is immediate. Now, consider the Thorn complex of q v v over Xv S”. It is obtained from the 
Thorn complex of ‘I by attaching an (n + k)-cell by some map i,. Let i: S” -+ Xv S” be the 
obvious inclusion map which induces 7’(i): T(v) -+ T(q v v) on the Thorn complexes. It is 
clear that 1 = T(i),p where 11 is the attaching map of the top cell of T(v). 
We also have the map 
T(n @ v) -+ T(q v v). 
This takes the top cell to the sum of the top cells and so the attaching map for the top cells 
are carried to each other. This proves 3.1. 
Remark 3.2. Milnor [ 171 showed that if r E rc, BSO(k) E zr,_ ,SO(k) is the classifying map 
for a bundle a over S”, then the attaching map in the Thorn complex of Ei is J(g) E n,+,_,Sk. 
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When we consider the Thorn complexes of normal bundles to immersions, we know that 
the top cell is attached by a stably trivial map. So when we analyze which maps can occur as 
attaching maps in our situation, we can restrict ourselves to considering elements which are 
stably trivial and in the image of J. 
$4. EVALUATING THE IMAGE OF THE UNSTABLE J HOMOMORPHISM IN THE 
HOMOTOPY OF THE THOIM COMPLEX 
There is a fibering FL S” -+ RIS”+l and in dimensions less than4n - 3, F has the homo- 
topy typeofY_iP,“+‘-r (see [Iti], [20]; PF = Pm/P”~‘). In particular, in this range of dimen- 
sions, the image of j*. . rc.+F -+ ~$7’ consists exactly of the elements of T[*S” which become 
trivial after suspending I-times. This mapj, has been extensively studied and various tech- 
niques have been used to calculate with it [13], [16], [20]. 
The map j: F + S” can be obtained as follows: Consider the 
BSF(n + f) and gn : C P”-l --+ BSF(n), [16], [20]. The following diagram 
G “., -cP”- I *CpRff-l 
(4.1) ! 90 + L 
‘ 
F. n 1 - BSF(n)- BSF(n + I). 
Here G,, 11 F., 1 are the respective fibers of the horizontal maps. 
In dimensions less than 2n - 2, G,, I ‘v Pz+‘-’ and G,: 1 + F,, 1 is a homotopy equiva- 
lence in this range (see [20]). The canonical map SO(n + /)/SO(n) + F,, I is also a homotopy 
equivalence in this range. By identifying QSF(n) with rr,+,_rS” we obtain 
maps i: BSF(n) + 
commutes 
THEOREM 4.2 (Toda). Let r < 2n - 2, the following diagram of exact sequences com- 
mutes 
7L pn+1-1 k. - n,BSO(n) - n,BSO(n + r> z n+1-I , n -Tc,_lP. e*.. 
r”+,_l Cn-lp”+‘-l -5 Tc,+,-iLS 
01 
-nl,+,-l+,S 
n+1 
II -77,+,-2 
y-lpnfl-I,... 
(1 
(Note that in this range of dimensions, Y-r is an isomorphism.) 
Using 4.2, we can effectively identify the elements in which we are interested. From the 
Barratt-Mahowald splitting theorem [2], we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let n > 13, 12 2n, r -C 2n - 2. Then k, is injective and im J = im j, . 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let k > 13 and q, v be k-plane bundles over M, S” respectivefy with v 
stably trivial. v corresponds to an element O(v) E rt,_ lPr if 2k > n. The top cell of the Thom 
complex of ‘1 @ v is attached by x + p where c1 is the attaching map for the top cell of T(q) 
and /? is the iGage of O(v) under the composition 
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Under the conditions of 4.4, consider the following diagram: 
ck-‘pk+‘-1 F(u) 
k - %, 
! j I J’ 
Sk u --m Jf”-t) 
By one of the main results of [16], G,, I has the same homotopy type as R(S’-’ aL, TA T) 
for dimensions less than 3k - 2. (If X, Y are two spaces with involutions T and * E Y a 
point such that r* = *. Xa,Y is the space X x Y with identifications (x, sy) - (sx, y) and 
(11, *) - (x2 7 *). Spheres always have the antipodal involution and spaces XA X the involu- 
tion that reverses the order of the factors.) In this range of dimensions there is an equiva- 
lence Ek-‘Pkt’-l N Q(Sf-‘a,Sk~ Sk) (see [15], $2) and F(cI) is obtained by looping the map 
(4.6) 1 zl, u A U:S’-‘a,SkASk’S’-‘C(,T~T. 
In the next section, the techniques of [16, part II] will be used to study the maps F((/) 
andj’. In particular the element VJ*a(O(v)) will be evaluated in a particular case. 
$5. AN EMBEDDING OF P’ IN I?‘~ 
Using the method of $4 we prove 
THEOREM 5.1. The top cell of C’P’ is spherical. If‘ U: S6 + CsP6 is the inclusion, then 
cl&: z z 7r,*CSP~ --t 71 1 ,CsP6 has kernel generated by 2. 
Prooj: Let a E n,,CsP6 be the attaching map for the top cell of X’P’. z is stably trivial 
because CNP7 is the Thorn complex of the stable normal bundle of P6. We show that the 
only element in x,,ZsP6 which is both a double suspension and stably trivial is the zero 
element. 
There is a map 
f: x’R(S’ Cl, x3P6 A c3P6) + R(S’ U, z5P6 A xsP6) 
which is given in $2 of [16]. It has the property thatj,f,(C2a’) = z2j*z’ (j is the inclusion 
of the fiber of X--f R’X’X). 
The Hurewicz map 
h: xl2 (S’ CL, c5P6 A c5P6) + H,,(fl(S! CI, z5P6 A c5P6)) 
is an isomorphism onto Z2. The generator of 7ri2(S’ X, C5P6 AC’P~) corresponds to the 
Whitehead product [ahI t6] E x9 C3P6 (1, : S” + C3P6, n = 4,6 are maps of degree one), but 
this suspends to zero. So a must be zero. 
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Consider the following diagram 
5 6 Q(S’r,.x5P6 A PP+--+Z p - tYz5+ lP6 
(5.2) 
p is a homotopy equivalence in the range of dimensions in which we are working. An easy 
calculation shows that 
n,l(!?X’+5P6) g Z, @ Z, generated by ;‘, U 0 V’ 
n,,(~‘~‘+‘P’) G 216 @ Z, generated by T, u 0 Y’. 
Also q*y = 25, hence p& = dq*y = 2dr = 0. So ay = 0 and S(U o v2) = 0 which proves the 
second claim of 5. I. 
The following are easily proved : 
PROPOSITION 5.3. (i) n,B0(6)1z Z and n,B0(6) = 0 
(ii) J: 7r6B0(6) --f 7rllS6 r Z is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If q, v are orientable 6-plane bundles orer an M7 which agree on the 
6 skeleton, then they are isomorphic. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. There is an embedding of P6 in RI2 with normal bundle v = < $ SE. 
Proof. There is an embedding of P5 in R” with normal bundle 2< @ 4~. Let N be the 
tubular neighborhood. Corresponding to one of the 5 summands there is an S5 embedded 
in dN. Every embedding of S5 in R” is unknotted, so there is a smoothembedding(D6, S5) -+ 
(R\‘, R”) which extends S5 -+ 31V-t R”. The union of these two embeddings gives an 
embedding of P6 in R” with normal bundle v. VIP’ is t @ SE by stability. The map 
[P6, B0(6)] + T[6 B0(6) 
induced by the map cl: PG --t S 6 has kernel 22, so there are just two possibilities for \I, 
namely 5 @ 5, and (< @ SE) @T!?. The composition 
n&J(6) A n,,S 6 
L’. 
- 11 lz X5P6 
is such that U,J(.r(S6)) # 0, so only one of these bundles can have spherical top class. It 
follows from 5.1 that it must be (0 SE. 
COROLLARY 5.6. P7 embeds in RI3 ,rith trivial normal bundle. 
Proof. Use the result of 5.5 and the method of its proof to obtain an embedding of P’ 
in R” with normal bundle Y such that VI P6 is 6~. As n,BS0(6) = 0, Y must be trivial. 
As an application, we observe 
COROLLARY 5.7. There is a smooth embedding of P” in R25 (compare [12] and [Id, 
remark 1.91). 
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Proof. There is a PL embedding of P’ in R”, [II] and by 5.6 an embedding of R’ x P’ 
in RL3. This data, together with Theorem 5.2 of [14] gives a PL embedding of PI5 in R2’. 
This embedding can be smoothed by a theorem of Haefliger [6]. 
Remark 5.8. A partial tabulation along these lines will now give the further results 
(a) every embedding P’ c R’ has normal bundle (35 @ E) @ T(s') 
(b) Ps c R” with normal bundle 2;’ @ 3~ (see 6.4 for furth& information). 
@. THE TOP CELL OF ?I” 
Here WC sketch a proof of the following result. 
THEOREM 6.1. All or none of C’P’, E’P:, C”P’ har;e spherical top c/asses. 
Let r* E 7rg Z2P6 be the attaching map for the top cell of E’P’. r: S8 + 12P6 extends 
to d: S8 u z e9 ---* 12P6, CT is the cofibre of CP’ + SB u2 e9. Hence r has order 2. 
A calculation shows the following 
LEMMA 6.2. n,,Z4P6 s Z, @ Zz generated by elements p, i,v, ,chre p is srrch that 
4p = U,(W~~) (r.t~’ is the non-zwo elettten~ in xl0 Sj), i: S’ -+ ZJP6 is a map of degree one and 
v is 13 generator of it, O S’. 
Hence from the above discussion, X4P7 has its top cell spherical or attached by U,(wl’) 
because i,v is stably non-trivial. 
A further calculation-perhaps the most convenient way of carrying this out is to use 
the method [t 6]-gives 
LEMMA 6.3. n,C’P” r Z, @ Z, generated by eleme,trs i,v and x. 
2v + x is detected by the Massey triple product (I~, Sq’r,, I,), by a formula of G. 
Hirsch this contains Sq’r3. Sq’l, and so is zero in Z’P’. The double suspension of x is 
Z/,V~* so this could very well be equal to Y. Moreover, it is a consequence of the calculations 
t tiat t tic composite 
S8 x z2p6 - x.‘pp 
is not zero. 
This proves 6.1. Perhaps we should note that the calculations involved in proving 6.3 
are quite tong. 
Remark 6.4. Since this paper was written, one of the authors has succeeded in proving 
that the top cell of E’P: is spherical. This implies for example that P6 embeds in R” with 
normal bundle 5 @ 4~ and hence P’ embeds in R” with trivial normal bundle. This gives an 
embedding of P” in R”, thus establishing the assertion of Mahowald [l2]. 
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